#ICYMI: University of Richmond News to Use

Faculty Experts Available to Comment on COVID Impact to the Economy, Courts, and Sports; Plus Resources for Your Earth Day Stories

April 17, 2020

The University of Richmond media relations team is at the ready to connect you with expert resources.

COVID-19’s Impact on Industry
UR faculty can provide insight on COVID-19’s impact on various industries and events:

- Finance professor **Tom Arnold** can discuss economic impacts.
- Law professor **Andy Spalding**, chair of the Olympics Compliance Task Force, can discuss the decision to postpone the Olympic Games.
- Law professor **Carl Tobias** can discuss the judicial decision making process.

Learn more in this [Media Tip Sheet](#).

Earth Day Experts
If you’re looking for a break from COVID coverage, don’t forget Earth Day is next Wednesday. Our team can connect you with experts who study the environment from a variety of angles. Check out our [Climate Change Expert Guide](#) to learn more.

Contact us and follow us on [Twitter](https://twitter.com) to connect with these and other experts today.

Best,
The University of Richmond [Media Relations Team](#)